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Abstract
We present a new (size-)polymorphic type system (for an object-oriented language) that characterizes the sizes of data structures and the amount of heap and stack memory required to successfully execute methods that operate on these data structures. Key components of this type system include type assertions that use symbolic Presburger arithmetic expressions to capture data structure sizes, the effect of methods on the sizes of the data structures that they manipulate, and the amount of memory that methods allocate and deallocate. For each method, it can provide expressions that (conservatively) capture the amount of memory required to execute the method as a function of the sizes of the method’s inputs. The safety guarantee is that the method will never attempt to use more memory than its type expressions specify.

We have implemented a type checker to verify memory usages of object-oriented programs, and also an inference system to predict on memory usages. Our experience is that the type system can effectively capture memory bounds of object-oriented programs.

1. Introduction

Memory management is a key concern for many applications. Over the years researchers have developed a range of memory management approaches; examples include explicit allocation and deallocation, copying garbage collection, and region-based memory allocation. A key safety concern in every approach is the possibility of dangling references that allow the program to unsafely access memory that has been deallocated. Some approaches (garbage collection) rule out this possibility altogether; for others researchers have developed type systems that ensure that well-typed programs either have no dangling references or never use dangling references to unsafely access deallocated memory. Examples include linear type systems [17, 19, 16] and type systems that eliminate the possibility of dangling references in programs that use region-based memory allocation [33, 20, 5, 12].
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In this paper we address a complementary aspect of memory safety: the possibility that the program may attempt to allocate more memory than the execution platform can give it. We present a (size-)polymorphic type system that characterizes the amount of memory required to execute each program component. The key components of this type system include:

• **Data Structure Sizes and Size Constraints:** The type of each data structure includes parameters that characterize its size properties, which are expressed in terms of the sizes of data structures that it contains. In many cases the sizes of these data structures are correlated; our approach uses size constraints expressed using symbolic Presburger arithmetic expressions to precisely capture these correlations.

• **Memory Recovery:** Our type system captures the distinction between shared and unaliased objects and supports the safe explicit deallocation of unaliased objects.

• **Preconditions and Postconditions:** Each method comes with a precondition that captures both the expected sizes of the data structures on which it operates and any correlations between these sizes. The method’s postcondition expresses the new size and correlations of these data structures after the method executes as a function of the original sizes when the method was invoked.

• **Memory Usage Effects:** Each method comes with a memory effect. This effect uses symbolic values to specify both the maximum amount of memory that the method may consume and the minimum amount of memory that it will recover. Memory effects are expressed at the granularity of classes and can capture not only the net change in the number of instances of each class but also the stack frames required to successfully execute the method. Note that our type system correctly takes tail call optimizations into account when computing the total size of stack frames required to execute the program.

Our type system therefore captures both the amount of memory required to successfully execute each method and the net effect of that execution on the amount of memory available to execute the rest of the program. To determine the amount of heap and stack memory required for the entire program, one merely examines the effect of the main method. By combining the various components of this effect, one can obtain symbolic expressions (where the free variables denote sizes of the inputs) that capture the amount of heap and stack memory required to execute the program. Our type checking algorithm guarantees that well-typed programs will execute safely given this amount of memory.

We believe that our type system can be of use whenever the memory consumption of the program is of interest. It should be especially useful for embedded and safety-critical software because 1) such software often operates on platforms with limited amounts...
of memory, and 2) failing because of insufficient memory can have severe real-world consequences. Our type system enables the developers of these systems to determine a safe upper bound on the amount of memory that the program may consume and to provision their systems accordingly. This paper makes the following contributions:

- **Type System**: We propose an advanced type system for object-oriented (OO) paradigm that is able to specify memory usage in a precise manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is probably the first memory usage type system for OO paradigm.

- **Memory Specification**: Our proposal includes a specification mechanism for memory usage. A bag abstraction notation is used to capture symbolic counts of memory consumed and recovered by class types.

- **Heap Recovery**: We advocate for explicit heap recovery to provide more timely reclamation of dead objects in support of tighter bounds on memory usage. We show that this recovery mechanism may be systematically and safely inserted.

- **Stack Recovery**: Explicit recovery mechanism is also extended to the runtime stack. However, the operations for stack recovery shall be inserted automatically. With these recovery operations, we show how tail-call optimization can be fully accounted.

- **Soundness**: Our set of type checking rules have been proven sound. Each well-typed program is guaranteed to meet its memory usage specification, and will never fail due to insufficient memory whenever its memory precondition is met.

- **Implementation**: We have built a type checker that is both precise and practical. This prototype is used to confirm the viability of our approach. We have successfully verified the memory needs for a suite of benchmark programs with the help of this checker.

The primary goal of our work is a framework for static verification of memory usage for object-oriented programs. Sec 2 illustrates the basic idea using a stack example. Sec 3 presents a core object-oriented language, called MemJ, with size, alias and memory annotations. Sec 4 describes our mechanism for memory usage specification which requires explicit recovery of both heap and stack spaces. Sec 5 presents a set of syntax-directed type rules for verifying the memory needs of user programs. Sec 6 presents the dynamic semantics for our MemJ language. Sec 7 outlines a set of safety theorems which confirm that well-typed programs never fail due to insufficient memory. Sec 8 describes how to perform memory usage inference. Sec 9 describes our implementation and highlights a suite of programs whose memory requirements have been successfully verified by our type checker. Related works are described in Sec 10, followed by a short conclusion.

### 2. Overview

Memory usage occurs primarily in the heap and the runtime stack. The heap is used to hold dynamically created objects; the stack holds parameters of method calls and variables of local blocks. In our model, heap space is consumed via the new operation for newly created objects, while unused objects may be recovered via an explicit deallocation primitive, called dispose. Correspondingly, stack space is consumed upon entry to either a method call or a local block, and is recovered at the end of their respective scopes.

Memory usage (based on consumption and recovery) must be calculated over the entire computation of each program. This calculation is done in a safe manner to help identify the high-water mark on memory space needed. We achieve this through the use of a conservative upper bound on memory consumed, and a conservative lower bound on memory recovered for each expression (and function). Moreover, it is possible to characterize the memory consumption and recovery as a symbolic expression which depends on the sizes of program’s inputs.

To help predict the memory usage of each program, we propose a sized type system for object-oriented programs with support for interprocedural size analysis. In this type system, size properties of both user-defined types and primitive types are captured. In the case of primitive integer type \(\text{int}(v)\), the size variable \(v\) captures its integer value, while for boolean type \(\text{bool}(b)\), the size variable \(b\) is either 0 or 1 denoting false or true, respectively. For user-defined class types, we use \(c(n_1, \ldots, n_p)\) where \(\phi_i\) with size variables \(n_1, \ldots, n_p\) to denote size properties that are defined in size relation \(\phi_i\), and invariant constraint \(\phi_j\). As an example, consider a stack class (which is implemented with a linked list) and a binary tree class as shown below.

#### 2.1. Memory Usage

In this type system, size properties of the objects in terms of the sizes of their components, while the constraint \(n > 0\) signifies an invariant associated with the class type. Class \(\text{Stack}(s, d)\) represents a binary tree with size variables \(s\) and \(d\) denoting the total number of nodes and the depth of the tree, respectively. Due to the need to track the states of mutable objects, our type system requires the support of alias controls of the form \(A = U \cup S \cup R \cup L\). We use \(U\) and \(R\) to mark each reference that is (definitely) unaliased and (possibly) shared, respectively. We use \(L\) to mark read-only fields which must never be updated after object initialization. We use \(R\) to mark unique references that are temporarily borrowed by a parameter for the duration of its method’s execution.

To specify memory usage precisely, we decorate each method with the following declaration:

\[
\text{tmn} \langle t_1, v_1, \ldots, t_n, v_n \rangle \text{ where } \phi_{po} ; \phi_{pp} ; \epsilon_c ; \epsilon_r \{e\}
\]

Note that \(\phi_{pp}\) and \(\phi_{po}\) denote the precondition and postcondition of the method, expressed in terms of constraints/formulae on the size variables of the method’s parameters and result. Precondition \(\phi_{pp}\) denotes an applicability condition of the method in terms of the sizes of its parameters. Postcondition \(\phi_{po}\) can provide a precise size relation for the parameters and result of the declared method. The memory effect is captured by \(\epsilon_c\) and \(\epsilon_r\), denotes memory requirement, i.e., the maximum memory space that may be consumed, while \(\epsilon_r\) denotes net release, i.e., the minimum memory space that will be recovered at the end of method invocation. Memory effects (consumption and recovery) are expressed using a bag notation of the form \(\langle c_i, a_i \rangle \rangle m \rangle\), where \(c_i\) is either a class type or \(S\) (the runtime stack), while \(a_i\) denotes its symbolic count.

Examples of method declarations for the \texttt{Stack} class are given in Fig 1. The notation \((A \dagger)\) prior to each method captures the alias annotation of the current this parameter. Note our use of the primed notation, advocated in [22, 27], to capture imperative changes on size properties. For the \texttt{push} method, \(n' = n + 1\) captures the fact that the size of the stack object has increased by 1; similarly, the postcondition for the \texttt{pop} method, \(n' = n - 1\), denotes that the
class Stack(n) where n=m; n≥0 {
  List(m)@U head;
  L | void}@S push(Object}@S o
  where true;n=n+1;{(List,1),(S,5)};{}
  {List}@U tmp=this.head;
  this.head=new List(o,tmp)
}

L | void}@S pop() where n>0; n'=n-1;
  {(S,5)};{(List,1)}
  {List}@U t1 = this.head; List}@U t2 = t1.next;
  t1.dispose(); this.head = t2
}

L | bool}@S isEmpty() where n>0; n'=n ∧
  (n=0∧b=1 ∨ n>0∧b=0);{(S,5)};{}
  {List}@U t = this.head; bool}@S v = isNull(t);
  this.head = t; v
}

L | void}@S push3pop2(Object}@S o
  where true;n'=n+1;{(List,2),(S,9)};{(List,1)}
  {this.push(o); this.push(o); this.pop(o);
   this.push(o); this.pop(o)}
}

Figure 1. Methods for the Stack Class

Figure 2. push3pop2: Heap Consumption and Recovery

size of the stack is decreased by 1 after the operation. The memory requirement for the push method, {(List,1),(S,5)}, captures the fact that one List node will be consumed and the runtime stack S must have at least five words - two words for the parameters and one word for the local block, one for return address and one for previous frame pointer. (To provide a specification that is independent of the compiler used, we could use a symbolic constant, say F = 2, to denote the extra words needed to support each call frame. This symbolic constant may be changed for different compilers. For simplicity, we ignore this feature here.)

For the pop method, εr = {(List,1)} indicates that one List object will be recovered. For the isEmpty method, n'=n captures the fact the size of the receiver object (this) is not changed by the method. Furthermore, its output type bool}@S is related to the object’s size through a disjunctive constraint n=0∧b=1 ∨ n>0∧b=0. Note that primitive types are annotated with alias S because their values are immutable and can therefore be freely shared and yet remains trackable.

For the push3pop2 method, the memory consumed (or required) from the heap is {(List,2)}, while the net release is {(List,1)}. This is illustrated by Fig. 2.

The recovery of stack space is perfect at method boundary and need not be explicitly specified. That is, if {(S, k)} space from the runtime stack is consumed, then {(S, k)} memory space will also be recovered for the stack. Also, size variables and their constraints are only specified at method boundary, and need not be specified for the local variables. Hence, our use of bool}@S instead of bool}@S for a boolean-type local variable.

3. Language and Annotations

The language we focus on is a non-trivial core for an object-oriented language with size, alias, and memory annotations. We call this language MEMJ. The syntax is given in Fig. 3. A suffix notation y* denotes a list of zero or more distinct syntactic terms that are suitably separated. For example, (t x y)* denotes (t x y t x y t x y).

Fig. 3. Syntax for the MEMJ Language

We assume a call-by-value semantics for MEMJ, where values (primitives or references) are passed as arguments to parameters of methods. For simplicity, we do not allow the parameters to be updated (or re-assigned) with different values. There is no loss of generality, as we can always copy such parameters to local variables for updating, without altering the external behaviour of method calls.

The MEMJ language is deliberately kept simple to facilitate the formulation of static and dynamic semantics. This core language can be extended with syntactic abbreviations to make programming more convenient. Some syntactic conveniences include:

- Multi-declarations block is an abbreviation for nested expression blocks.
- Sequence is a special case of local block, where each is of void type; as shown below.
- Expressions may be used where variables are expected, aided by the following equivalences.

\[ m(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \equiv \]
\[ \begin{cases} (t_1 \equiv e_1; \cdots; t_n \equiv e_n; m(v_1, \ldots, v_n)) \quad & \text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3 \equiv \end{cases} \]
\[ (\text{bool } \equiv e_1; \text{ if } v \text{ then } e_2 \text{ else } e_3) \]

\[ P ::= d^* m^* \]
\[ d ::= \text{class } c_1 (n_{t \cdot p}) \{ \text{extends } c_2 (n_{a q}) \} \text{ where } \phi; \phi_1 \{ f d^* (A | n)^* \} \]
\[ fd ::= t f \]
\[ m ::= m n ((t v)^* \text{ where } \phi_p; \phi_p; \epsilon ; \epsilon \{ r \} \]
\[ t ::= \tau (n^*) \text{ \text{A ::= U | L | S | R}} \]
\[ \epsilon ::= (c, \alpha)^* \quad \text{(Memory Space Abstraction)} \]
\[ \phi \in \mathbf{F} \quad \text{(Presburger Size Constraint)} \]
\[ b \in \mathbf{BExp} \quad \text{(Boolean Expression)} \]
\[ b \in \mathbf{AExp} \quad \text{(Arithmetic Expression)} \]
\[ n \in \mathbf{SV} \quad \text{is a size variable} \]
\[ f \in \mathbf{Fd} \quad \text{is a field name} \]
\[ v \in \mathbf{Var} \quad \text{is an object variable} \]
• Loops can either be supported directly or be viewed as syntactic abbreviations for tail-recursive functions. With interconvertibility, we use the former for execution and the latter (which uses slightly more stack space) for type checking.

Several other language features, including downcast operation, while loop (to eliminate stack frame) and a field-binding construct (similar to pattern-matching), are also supported in our implementation. For simplicity, we put them in the appendix, as they play supporting roles and are not core to the main ideas proposed here.

To support sized typing, our programs are augmented with size variables and constraints. For size constraints, we presently restrict to Presburger form, as decidable (and practical) constraint solvers exist, e.g., [30]. For simplicity, we are only interested in tracking size properties of objects. We therefore restrict the relation \( \phi \) in each class declaration of \( c_1(m_1..p) \) which extends \( c_2(n_1..q) \) to the form \( \forall n_{eq+1}.n_1=\alpha_1 \) where \( V(\alpha_1) \cap \{ n_1, \ldots, n_p \} = \emptyset \). Note that \( V(\alpha_1) \) returns the set of size variables that appeared in \( \alpha_1 \). This restricts size properties to depend solely on the components of their objects. (Size constraints between components, such as those found for balanced heights of AVL trees are disallowed here, but may be placed in \( \phi \) instead.)

Note that each class declaration has a set of instance methods whose main purpose is to manipulate objects of the declared class. For convenience, we also provide a set of static methods with the purpose of supporting roles and are not core to the main ideas proposed here.

One important characteristic of MMemJ is that memory recovery is done explicitly but safely (without creating dangling references). In particular, dead objects may be reclaimed via a \( v . \text{dispose}() \) primitive. While heap space recovery is the responsibility of the programmer, the stack recovery commands shall be automatically inserted (see Sec 4.3 for a translation scheme). To achieve automatic stack recovery, we add two primitives into an extended intermediate language, as follows.

\[
e ::= \ldots | \text{rel}_A(k_1^{\text{int}}, k_2^{\text{int}}, e) | \text{rel}_B(k_1^{\text{int}}, k_2^{\text{int}}, e)
\]

Note that \( \text{rel}_B \) and \( \text{rel}_A \) are for the explicit recovery of \( k_1^2 \) space from the stack before and after (respectively) the evaluation of its expression \( e \). The \( k_1 \) value can only be either 0 or 2 depending on whether it is a local or method block. \( k_2 \) denotes the number of non-void parameters/variables in the frame. The \( \text{rel}_B \) command is used to support tail-call optimization, whereby the stack recovery is made before the last call is evaluated.

3.1 Alias Checking
We introduce four alias control mechanisms \( U \mid S \mid R \mid L \) adopted from [6, 9, 1]. These alias mechanisms shall be used to support precise size tracking in the presence of mutable objects, and also for the explicit recovery of memory space when unique objects become dead. For size-tracking, we introduce \( R \)-mode fields to allow size-immutable properties to be accurately tracked for all objects. For example, an alternative class declaration for the list data type is given below, where its \( \text{next} \) field is marked as readonly (or immutable). Note that the \( \text{val} \) field remains mutable.

\[
\text{class RList}(n) \text{ where } n=m+1; n \geq 0 \\
\text{Object}(n) @ \text{val}; \\
\text{RList}(m) @ \text{next};
\]

The size property of such an \( R\text{List} \) type can be analysed at compile-time, while allowing its objects to be freely shared. However, this comes at the cost of losing both mutability and uniqueness. We make use of \( L \)-mode parameters, with the \textit{limited unique} (or \textit{lent-once}) property [9], to capture unique references that are temporarily lent out to method calls. They allow the preservation of uniqueness together with precise size tracking across methods. Consider the following method with two \( \text{List} \) parameters.

\[
\text{void}() @ \text{S join}(\text{List}(m) @ \text{Lx}, \text{List}(n) @ \text{Uy})
\]

where \( n > 0; n' = n+m; \ldots \\
\{ \text{if isNull(x.next) then x.next = y} \\
\text{else join(x.next, y)} \}
\]

The first parameter is annotated as \textit{lent-once} and can thus be tracked for size properties without loss of uniqueness. However, the second parameter is marked \textit{unique} as its reference escape the method body (into the tail of the \( \text{List} \) from the first parameter). In other words, the parameter \( y \) can have its uniqueness consumed but not \( x \), as reflected in the body of the above method declaration. Given two unique lists, \( a \) and \( b \), the call \( \text{join}(a, b) \) would consume the uniqueness of \( b \) but not that of \( a \). Our lent-once policy is more restrictive than the policy of normal lending [1] as we require each lent-once parameter to be unaliased within the scope of its method. For example, \( \text{join}(a, a) \) is allowed by the type rules of [1], but disallowed by our lent-once’s policy.

In our alias type system, uniqueness may be transferred (by either assignment or parameter-passing) from one location (variable, field or parameter) to another location. Consider a type environment \( \{ x : \text{Object}() @ \text{Uy}, y : \text{Object}() @ \text{U} \} \) where variables \( x \) and \( y \) are unique, while \( z \) is shared. In the code \( \{ x = y ; z = x \} \), the uniqueness of \( y \) is first transferred to location \( x \), followed by the consumption of uniqueness of \( x \) that is lost to the shared variable \( z \). Alias subtyping rules (shown below) allow unique references to be passed to shared and lent-once locations (in addition to other unique locations), but not vice-versa.

\[
A \subseteq_a \text{U} \leq_a L \leq_a S
\]

A key difference of our alias checking rules, when compared to [1], is that we do not require an external “last-use” analysis for variables. Neither do we need to change the underlying semantics of programs to nullify each field location whose uniqueness is lost. We achieve this with a special set of references whose uniqueness have been consumed, called \textit{dead-set} of the form \( \{ w \} \) where \( w = v \mid v.f \). This dead-set is tracked flow-sensitively in our system using type judgement of the form:

\[
\Gamma; \Theta \vdash e :: t, \Theta_1
\]

Here, each dead-set \( \Theta(\Theta_1) \) captures the set of references with consumed uniqueness before(after) the evaluation of expression \( e \).

\( \Gamma \) is a type environment which maps variables to their annotated types. Other type judgements for methods, classes and programs have the following forms.

\[
\Gamma \vdash \text{meth} \quad \vdash \text{def} \quad \vdash_p \text{def}_{i..p} \text{meth}_{i..q}
\]

More details of our proposed alias annotation mechanism are described in another report [13]. In the Appendix, we give details of a separate set of alias checking type rules in Fig 10.

4. Memory Usage Specification
To allow memory usage to be precisely specified, we propose a bag abstraction of the form \( \{ (c_1, \alpha_1) \}_{i=1}^m \) where \( c_i \) denotes its classification, while \( \alpha_i \) is its cardinality. In this paper, we shall use \( c_i \in \text{CN} \cup \{ S \} \) where \( \text{CN} \) denotes all class types. For instance, \( \Upsilon_1 = \{ (c_1, 2), (c_2, 4), (S, 3) \} \) denotes a bag with \( c_1 \) appearing twice, \( c_2 \) appearing four times and \( S \) appearing thrice. We provide the fol-
void effect for this function is different as we require p operation under a size constraint.

Heap space is consumed when objects are created by the runtime stack (denoted by $H$). For each recursive calculation on both consumption and recovery can help of maximum memory needed for safe program execution. For each non-null reference that is about to become dead. For example, consider the pop method’s definition:

```java
L void @$S pop()$ where ... 
{List()}@$H$ tmp = head.next; head = tmp
```

The object pointed to by head is about to become dead prior to the operation, head = tmp. To recover this dead object, we may insert a dispose command to obtain head = (tmp <; head.dispose()). As another example, consider a definition of the destroy method which calls emptyStack with an L-mode parameter.

```java
void@$S destroy(Stack(n)$@$U s)$ where ... 
{emptyStack(s)}
void@$S emptyStack(Stack(n)$@$U s)$ where ... 
{bool()}@$S v = s.isEmpty();
  if v then () else {s.pop(); emptyStack(s)}
```

A unique $s$ object is about to become dead at the end of the destroy method. To recover this space, we shall insert a dispose(), prior to the method’s exit.

We present an automatic technique for the explicit recovery of dead objects that are known at compile-time. Given an expression $e$, we utilize the alias annotation to obtain a new expression $e_1$ where suitable explicit heap dispose operations have been safely inserted, as follows, where $\Theta(\Theta_1)$ denotes the set of dead references before (after) the evaluation of expression $e$.

```
Γ; Θ ⊢ e ←˘ μ e1 ::= t, Θ1
```

Most rules are structure-preserving (c.f. identity) rewritings, except for four rules, where a sequence of disposal can be effected through dispose($D$), with $D$ containing a set of variable/field references that are to be disposed at the end of expression $e$.

```
[H.ASSIGN]
¬isParam(w) Γ(w) = t D = {w | ann(t) = U} − Θ1
Γ; Θ ⊢ e ←˘ μ e2 ::= t1, Θ1 ⊢ t1 <; t
e2 = (e1 < D ≈ D > e2 < dispose(D))
Γ; Θ ⊢ w = e ←˘ μ w = e2 ::= void@$S$, Θ1\w
```

1 Note that unique reference cannot escape through $e_1$ in $e_1; e_2$ as we require $e_1$ to be of the void type.
while msst \( \xi \)ditional is expressed as \( (isParam i D) \) more, we have: \[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \vdash \text{msst to min}(l(t, v), 1:) \{v\} \rightarrow H \rightarrow \text{min}(l(t, v), 1:) \{e\}
\end{align*}
\]

For the assignment rule [HASSIGN], we add \( w \) to the disposal set if it is unique and is not yet in dead-set using \( D = \{w \mid \text{ann}(t) = 0\} - \Theta \). For the method declaration rule [HLOCAL], we add \( w \) to the disposal set those parameters which are unique but not yet dead using \( \{w \mid \text{ann}(t) = 0\} - \Theta \). For the local declaration rule [HLculus], we add \( w \) to the disposal set if it is unique but not yet dead using \( \{w \mid \text{ann}(t) = 0\} - \Theta \). For the [HLculus] rule, the uniqueness that consumed in only one branch may have their heap spaces recovered in the other branch. This captured by \( D_i = \Theta_i - \Theta_i, i = 1, 2 \).

Some other notations used are described below. The function \( \text{isParam}(w) \) returns true if \( w \) is a parameter variable, otherwise it returns \( \text{false} \) (for fields and local variables). The function \( \text{ann} \) extracts the alias of an annotated type \( \text{ann}(\tau) = A \). The conditional is expressed as \( \xi_1 < b \gg \xi_2 = \{f\} \{b; \xi_1 \in \xi_2\} \). Otherwise, we have:

\[
\xi_1 \gg \xi_2 = \{\xi_1, \xi_2\} \gg \{\xi_1 \gg \xi_2\}
\]

while \( \text{msst}(t_1, t_2) \) returns the minimal supertype of both \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_1 \leq \tau \leq \tau_2 \leq \tau \forall \tau \geq \tau_1 & \leq \tau_2 \geq \tau_3 \Rightarrow \tau_2 \geq \tau_3 \\Rightarrow \\
\text{msst}(\tau_1, \tau_2) = \text{msst}(\tau_1, \tau_3) = \{\tau_1 \gg \tau_3\}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that \( \tau_1 < \tau_2 \) denotes the subtype relation for underlying types (without annotations).

### 4.3 Automatic Stack Recovery

A crucial difference of the stack, when compared to the heap, is that the former is lexically scoped and has perfect recovery of its space. Its memory usage could thus be tracked without leakage. For stack space, the main rationale for explicit recovery is to facilitate tail-call optimization to minimize on stack usage. We propose to achieve this through a transformation scheme. Specifically, we introduce the following set of translations (for expressions, methods, and class declarations) to automatically insert stack recovery operations.

\[
e \rightarrow_{s} e_1 \quad \Gamma \vdash \text{meth} \rightarrow_{s} \text{meth} \quad \text{def} 
\]

Most of the rules are structure-preserving (c.f. identity) rewritings, except for the following two cases where a rel.A command is being inserted.

\[
k = (0 < \text{type}(l) = \text{void} \gg \text{if} \gg \text{else} \rightarrow \text{rel}_4(0, k, l(v = e_3; e_4)))
\]

\[
e \rightarrow_{s} e_1 \quad k = (\text{dom}(\Gamma) + \mid v \rangle)
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash \text{msst}(l(v) \mid \text{where} \phi) \{\text{rel}_4(2, k, e_1)\}
\]

Recall that the first argument of the rel.A command is to distinguish between local and method blocks. We assign a value of 2 for the latter, so as to provide recovery for two extra words present in each method's stack frame. For the second rule, we set \( k \) to the number of parameters using \( |\text{dom}(\Gamma)| + |\tau| \), where \( \Gamma \) may contain a this parameter. We also use a set of rewritings (denoted by \( \rightarrow_{o} \)) to aggregate rel.A commands of nested blocks together, and to push each rel.A command toward the last subexpression that may be evaluated. The first rule is in a special form as only the outermost rel.A command may originate from the method block.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{rel}_4(b, k_1, \text{rel}_4(0, k_2, e)) \rightarrow_{o} \text{rel}_4(b, k_1 + k_2, e) \\
& \text{rel}_4(b, k_1, (t v = e_1; e_2)) \rightarrow_{o} (t v = e_1; \text{rel}_4(b, k_1, e_2)) \\
\end{align*}
\]

For rel.A command that originates from method block, and if the last sub-expression is a call, we optimize its stack usage as a tail-call. This is done by replacing with a rel.B command, as shown below.

\[
e = \text{msst}(v) \quad v.\text{msst}(w) \rightarrow_{o} \text{rel}_4(b, k, e) = 2
\]

Consider the following emptyStack method.

\[
\text{void()} @s \text{emptyStack(Stack}(n) @s) \text{where} \cdots \\
\{ \text{bool}() @s v = \text{isEmpty}(v) \} \quad \{ \text{if v then (else s.pop(); emptyStack(s))} \}
\]

After the insertion of rel.A primitives by \( \rightarrow_{o} \), we initially obtain the following method body where the stack requirement is linear to its input size.

\[
\text{void()} @s \text{emptyStack(Stack}(n) @s) \text{where} \{n > 0 ; \mid d = n + \mid \text{List, d} \mid \} \\
\{ \text{rel}_4(2, 1, \text{rel}_4(0, 1, \text{Bool}) @s v = \text{isEmpty}(v); \quad \text{if v then (else s.pop(); emptyStack(s)))} \}
\]

For the rewriting by \( \rightarrow_{o} \), would result in the following code with the effect of tail-call optimization.

\[
\text{void()} @s \text{emptyStack(Stack}(n) @s) \text{where} \{n > 0 ; \mid d = n + \mid \text{List, d} \mid \} \\
\{ \text{bool}() @s v = \text{isNotEmpty}(v); \quad \text{if v then (else s.pop(); emptyStack(s)))} \}
\]

One benefit of this new code is that its stack space requirement is now \( |\text{Stack}(9)| \) instead of \( |\text{Stack}(5,4,d+8)| \). Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of tail-call optimization on the runtime stack.

### 5. Type Rules for Memory Checking

We present type judgements for expressions, method declarations, class declarations and programs to check for adequacy of memory, using relations of the form:

\[
\Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash \tau \rightarrow \Sigma, \Theta_1 \vdash \text{meth} \rightarrow \Sigma, \Theta_1 \vdash \text{def} \rightarrow P
\]

Note that \( \Gamma \) is a type environment mapping program variables to their annotated types; \( \Delta(\Delta_1) \) denotes the size constraint, which
holds for the size variables associated with $\Gamma$ ($\Gamma$ and $t$) for expres-
sion $e$ before (after) its evaluation; $t$ is an annotated type. Also, $T(T)$ is used to denote the available memory space in terms of bag abstraction before (after) the evaluation.

We present a few key syntax-directed type rules in Fig 5, with the rest of the rules in the Appendix (Fig 11). Before that, let us describe some notations used by the type rules.

### 5.1 Notations

We use function $V$ to return size variables in a size formula, e.g., $V(x'=z+1\gamma y=2) = \{x', y, z\}$. We extend it to annotated type, and environment specification, e.g., $V((n)^\Delta\Theta)\rightarrow\{\eta\}$, $V((\Delta, xkdx+\Theta)) = \{d\}$. While the function $V_\cup$ is used to return size variables in unprimed form, e.g. $V_\cup(x'=z+1\gamma y=2) = \{x, y\}$.

The function $\text{prime}$ takes a set of size variables and returns their primed version, e.g. $\text{prime}(\{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}) = \{s'_1, \ldots, s'_n\}$. Note that prime operation is idempotent, namely $v' = v''$. We extend this to (annotated) type, type environment, and even substitution. For example, $\text{prime}(\langle n_1, \ldots, n_j \rangle) = \langle n'_1, \ldots, n'_j \rangle$, and $\text{prime}((x=a, y=b)) = \langle x'=a', y'=b' \rangle$. Often, we need to express a no-change condition on a set of size variables. We define a $\text{naV}$ operation as follows which returns a formula for which the original and primed variables are made equal.

$$\text{naV}(\{\}) = df \text{ true} \quad \text{naV}(\{X\}) = df \langle x'=x \rangle \wedge \text{naV}(X)$$

We extend this function to annotated types (and type environments), as follows: $\text{naV}(t) = df \text{ naV}(V(t))$. Also, we use $n^* = \text{fresh}(n)$ to generate new size variables $n^*$. We extend it to annotated type, so that $\hat{t} = \text{fresh}(t)$ will return a new type $t$ with the same underlying type as $t$ but with fresh size variables instead. The function $\text{equate}(t_1, t_2)$ generates equality constraints for the corresponding size variables of its two arguments, usually when both arguments share the same underlying type. For example, we have $\text{equate}(\text{Int}(r), \text{Int}(s')) = (r=s')$. The function $\text{rename}(t_1, t_2)$ returns an equality substitution, e.g. $\text{rename}(\text{Int}(r), \text{Int}(s')) = [r \rightarrow s']$. The operator $\cup$ combines two domain-disjoint substitutions into one.

The function $\text{fList}$ is used to retrieve a full list of fields for a given class, together with its size relation. The function $\text{inv}$ is used to retrieve the size invariant that is associated with each type. This function shall also be extended to type environment and list of types. The function $\text{Vcheck}$ classifies size variables from each field into three groups: (i) immutable, (ii) mutable but unique, (iii) otherwise (non-trackable).

### 5.2 Assignment

The $\text{assign}$ rule captures imperative updates to object fields (and variables) by modifying the current size constraint to a new updated state with changes to the imperative size variables from the LHS. From the rule, note that $\Gamma \vdash w :: t, \phi, Y$ is to identify $Y$ as a set of imperative size variables and also to gather an invariant $\phi$ for this set. The subtype relation $r \leftarrow t < t, \rho$ will return a substitution that maps the size variables of supertype to that of the subtype. This mapping ignores all non-trackable size variables that may be globally alias, but immutable and unique mutable size variables are captured by it.

Given $\Gamma = \{n :: \text{int}(n)@b, b :: \text{int}(b)@S\}$, consider:

$$\Delta; \Gamma \vdash \text{Y} :: n + b :: \text{int}(s)@S, \Delta_1; \Gamma \vdash n :: \text{int}(r), \eta :: \text{int}(\eta) \vdash \text{int}(\tau) \rightarrow \text{int}(r) :: [r \rightarrow s']$$

$$\Delta_1 = \Delta, \text{Y} :: n + b :: \text{int}(s)@S, \Delta_2 = \Delta, r :: \text{int}(\tau) \rightarrow [r \rightarrow s']$$

$$\Gamma; \Delta; \Gamma \vdash n :: \text{int}(n)@b, \Delta_2, \text{Y}$$

This example illustrates how the $\text{primed}$ notation is used to represent the latest values of size variables at each post-state. It also shows how updates are effected by a sequential composition operator, $ov$, with $Y = \{n\}$ to denote the set of size variables that is being updated (cf. [22]). For example, if $\Delta \equiv n^* = n + b \wedge b = 3$, we expect the program state after the assignment $n = n + b$ to be $\Delta_2 \equiv n = (n + b) + b = 3$.

This can be obtained by:

$$\Delta_2 \equiv \exists s, r, \Delta \equiv n' + b' \wedge (n, s) = n'$$

$$\exists s, r, \exists s_0, n = n + b' \wedge \Delta \equiv s = n + b' \wedge s = n'$$

$$\exists s, \exists s_0, \exists s_0, n = n + b' \wedge \Delta \equiv s = n + b' \wedge s = n'$$

$$\exists \Delta_2 \equiv (n + b + b = 3)$$

More formally, sequential composition is defined as:

$$\Delta o \phi \phi = df \exists r_1 \ldots r_n . \mu_{\phi}(\Delta) \wedge r_1 (\phi)$$

where

$$\phi = \{s_1 \rightarrow r_1 \}_{i=1}^n; \mu_{\phi}(\Delta) = \text{fresh}()$$

$$\rho_1 = [s_i \rightarrow r_i ]_{i=1}^n; \rho_2 = [s_i' \rightarrow r_i ]_{i=1}^n$$

### 5.3 Memory Operations

The heap space is directly changed by the $\text{new}$ and $\text{dispose}$ primitives. Their corresponding type rules, $[\text{NEW}]$ and $[\text{DISPOSE}]$, would ensure that sufficient memory is available for consumption by new and will credit back space relinquished by dispose. The memory effect is accumulated according to the flow of computation. Consider:

$$\Delta \vdash \text{Y} \equiv \{\text{List}(1), \} \quad \Delta_1 = \Delta o \phi \{x = n + b :: \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash \{\text{List}(1), \} \wedge (t_1)\}$$

$$\Gamma; \Delta; \Gamma \vdash x \rightarrow \text{new}\text{List}(0, x) :: \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash \{\text{List}(1), \}$$

$$\Delta_1; \Gamma \vdash \text{Y} \equiv \{\text{List}(1), \} \wedge r_1 (\text{dispose}) :: \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash x \rightarrow \text{new}\text{List}(0, x); \text{Dispose}(\Theta) \rightarrow \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash x \rightarrow \{\}$$

The new operation consumes a List node, while the dispose operation releases back a List node. The net effect is that available memory $Y$ is unchanged. However, due to the order of the two operations, we require $\Delta \vdash Y \equiv \{\} \wedge (t_1)$ which affects the maximum memory required.

Several other rules also have a direct effect on memory. The rules $[\text{REL-\text{B}}]$ and $[\text{REL-\text{A}}]$ are used to recover stack space before and after the evaluation of their expressions, respectively. For the method invocation rule $[\text{inv}]$, sufficient memory must be available for consumption prior to the call (as specified by $\Delta(t') \equiv \varnothing$), with the net memory release added back in the end (as specified by $\Delta = \Delta(t') \equiv \varnothing$, $\varnothing$). Note that stack space is fully recovered (as $S$ is excluded from consumption by $\varnothing \equiv \varnothing$). Each method precondition must be met by the pre-state of its caller. This is checked by $\Delta \vdash \text{Y} \equiv \{\} \wedge r (e) \rightarrow \rho, \phi_0$ which uses the logical relation $\Rightarrow_X$, defined as:

$$\Delta \Rightarrow_X \phi = df (\Delta \Rightarrow \phi_0), \text{where}$$

$$\rho = [s_i \rightarrow s'_1 \ldots s_n \rightarrow s_n]$$

### 5.4 Conditional

Our type rule for conditional $[\text{It}]$ is able to track both the size-
constraints and memory usages in a path-sensitive manner. Path-
sensitivity is encoded by adding $b'=1$ and $b=0$ to the pre-states of the two branches, respectively. We achieve path-sensitivity for memory usage specification by integrating it with relational size constraints derived.

Given $\Gamma = b :: \text{bool}(b)@S, a :: \text{Stack}(s)@S$, we can derive:

$$\Delta \equiv b' = 1 \equiv \{\text{List}(1), [s, s_0]\} \quad \Delta_1 = \Delta \equiv b' = 1 \equiv (s_0, s') = s + 1$$

$$\Delta \equiv b' = 1 \equiv \{t \rightarrow \text{push}(a) \rightarrow \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_1, \Gamma \vdash \{\text{List}(1), \} \wedge (t')\}$$

$$\Delta \equiv b' = 0 \equiv \{t \rightarrow \text{pop}(a) \rightarrow \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_2, \Gamma \vdash \{\text{List}(1), \} \wedge (t_2)\}$$

$$\Gamma; \Delta; \Gamma \vdash \text{if} \text{then} \text{pop}(a) \rightarrow \text{else} \text{pop}(a) \rightarrow \text{void}(\Theta), \Delta_3, \Gamma \vdash \text{Y} \equiv \{\}$$
## 5.5 Method Declaration

Each method declaration is checked to see if its definition is consistent with the memory usage specification given in its declaration header by the \textbf{[meth]} rule. The initial memory is built from $\epsilon = \epsilon \Gamma \left( (S \cdot \cdot \cdot) \right)$ after subtracting the method's stack frame. The final available memory of the method body $e$ is $\Gamma_1$ which must not be less than the declared net memory release (as specified by $\phi_{ps} \land \Delta_1 \vdash \epsilon_\Gamma \supseteq \epsilon_e$). Perfect recovery of stack space is mandated by $\Gamma_1(S) = \epsilon_\Gamma(S)$.

For example, consider the following definition of push after explicit stack recovery operations have been inserted.

\begin{verbatim}
L | void() push(Object())
    where true; = n+1; \{List(1), (S, 5)\}; \}
    \{List() \Gamma tmp = this.head;
    rel=2,3, this.head = new List(o, tmp)
\}
\end{verbatim}

Under the above declaration, we have $\epsilon_\Gamma = \{\{List(1), (S, 5)\}\}$ and $\epsilon_e = \{\}$. Letting $\epsilon_\Gamma$ denote the body, we could type check the method, as shown below.

Note that $\Delta = (n'=n)$ captures the initial size constraint on method entry, while $e$ captures the available memory after subtracting the method's stack frame. Also, $\epsilon_\Gamma = \{\{S, 5\}\}$ is the memory space that remains after the evaluation of the method body. This must be no less than the (declared) memory to recover, $\epsilon_e$. Furthermore, stack recovery is expected to be perfect, with $\epsilon_\Gamma(S) = \epsilon_\Gamma(S)$. We also check that postcondition is correct with $\Delta_2 \Rightarrow (n'+n' = n'+1)$. Behaviour subtyping is supported for method overriding. This is captured by the \textbf{[overr]} rule in Fig 11. Each method which overrides another is expected to be \textit{contravariant} on its precondition (and memory consumption) and \textit{covariant} on its postcondition (and memory releases), in accordance with the subtyping property of functions.
6. Dynamic Semantics

The dynamic operational semantics is described in small steps. Notations used are defined as follows.

- **Locations**: \( \iota \in \text{Location} \)
- **Primitives**: \( k \in \text{prim = int \lor bool \lor float} \lor \text{null \lor void} \)
- **Values**: \( \delta \in \text{Value = prim \lor Location} \)
- **AnnVal**: \( \nu \in \text{AVal = (A^* \times \text{Value})} \)
- **Aliases**: \( A \in A^* = A = \emptyset \)
- **Store**: \( \pi \in \text{Store = Location } \rightarrow \text{pm AVal} \)
- **Variable Env.**: \( \Pi \in \text{VEnv = Var } \rightarrow \text{pm AVal} \)
- **Available Mem.**: \( \sigma \in \{ (c, k_{int}^*) \mid c \in \text{CNJ(}\mathcal{S}^i) \text{, } k_{int} \in \mathbb{Z} \} \)
- **Object values**: \( \eta \in \text{ObjVal = Type } \times (\text{Fld } \rightarrow \text{pm AVal}) \)
- **Type**: \( \tau(n^*) \in \text{Type = CN } \times \text{SV}^* \)

Note that \( f : A \rightarrow_{pm} B \) denotes a stackable mapping from \( A \) to \( B \). Such a stackable mapping is defined as:

\[ A \rightarrow_{pm} B \equivdf (A^{int} \rightarrow_{pm} B, \text{int}) \]

where \( \text{int} \) denotes the current frame number of the mapping, while \( A^{int} \) denotes the domain that has been marked with frame numbers. Each time a new frame is created, the current frame number is increased by 1. Frame numbers are useful for formulating the lent-once (or limited unique) property for stack frames. Main operators are:

- **Start a new frame**:
  \[ \text{newframe}(f, n) = (f, n+1) \]
- **Push variables into current frame**:
  \[ (f, n) + \{ n \rightarrow v \} = (f + \{ n \rightarrow v \}^*, n) \]
- **Pop variables from the topmost frame**:
  \[ (f, n) - \{ v \} = \begin{cases} \text{let } f’ = f \backslash \{ (v) \}^* \text{ in } (f’, \max \{ m \mid \exists u \cdot w^m \in \text{dom}(f) \}) \end{cases} \]

The dynamic environment \( \Pi \) is such a stackable mapping. We write \( \Pi[v/f] \) to denote an update of the value of the latest variable \( v \) in \( \Pi \) to \( v \). We write \( \Pi + \{ v \rightarrow v’ \} \) to denote an extension of \( \Pi \) to include a binding of \( v \) to \( v’ \), while \( \Pi - \{ v \} \) removes a subset of the mappings. Similar notations are used for the update and enhancement of object values and stores. In the case of store, we use \( \varpi - t \) to denote the store obtained from \( \varpi \) by removing \( t \) from \( \text{dom}(\varpi) \). We also provide an abbreviated notation \( \varpi[v/1,f] = gf \text{ let } t, \rho = \varpi(t) \text{ in } \varpi[t, f(v[t,f])/1] \). Given an object value, \( \eta = (t, \rho) \), we have \( \text{Flds}(\eta) = uf \rho\text{ and type}(\eta) = \text{pm } t \).

We maintain alias annotations for variables in the stack and for fields in the store at run-time. We enhance the current set of alias annotations with a new value: \( \upsilon_D \). A variable/field can be assigned an alias \( \upsilon_D \) if its original alias annotation was \( \emptyset \), and it has since relinquished this uniqueness ownership (of its reference). By maintaining this annotation at run-time (corresponding to dead set for static semantics) our system (both dynamic and static) is able to identify all unique references which have been consumed via read operations. The size and alias instruments are used only for proving the soundness of the type system. They can be erased without affecting the underlying semantics.

We require some intermediate expressions for the dynamic semantics to follow through. Our syntax is thus extended from the original expression syntax as follows:

\[ e ::= \cdots \mid i \mid \nu \mid \text{ret}(v^*, \rho, e) \]

The expression \( \text{ret}(v^*, \rho, e) \) is used to capture the result of evaluating a local block, or the result of a method invocation. The list of variables associated with \( \text{ret} \) is the local variables declared and used by the block. This set of variables is popped from the stack at the end of the block’s evaluation. We also supply \( \rho \) to capture the mapping of formal parameters to actual parameters for method call. This is used by the soundness proof.

![Figure 6. Type Rules for Intermediates](image-url)

The type rules for intermediate expressions are given in Fig 6. The subsumption rules for size and memory are given below.

- **Subsumption (Covariant)**:
  \[ \Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1 \Delta_2 \Rightarrow \Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash e : t, \Delta_2, \Theta_2 \]

- **Subsumption (Contravariant)**:
  \[ \Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1 \Delta_2 \Rightarrow \Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash e : t, \Delta_2, \Theta_1 \Delta_2 \Rightarrow \Gamma; \Delta; \Theta \vdash e : t, \Delta, \Theta \]

The dynamic evaluation rules are of the following form.

\[ (\Pi, \varpi, \sigma) \vdash e \rightarrow (\Pi’, \varpi’, \sigma’) \]

We shall formulate the rules using an exception-style semantics with four possible errors, namely \( E = \text{Err-Alias} \lor \text{Err-Mem} \lor \text{Err-Null} \lor \text{Err-Prim} \). Whenever one such error is raised, the evaluation aborts. This error occurrence can be stated using \( (\Pi, \varpi, \sigma) \vdash e \rightarrow E \). The complete set of evaluation rules is given in Fig 7.

7. Soundness

We shall formulate and prove several novel safety properties that our type system possess. Our alias checking rules ensures that well-typed programs are subject to several alias properties, including:

- **the uniqueness property**: all unique references are unaliased during the evaluation;
- **the lent-once property**: each unique reference can only be lent once within each stack frame; and
- **the read-only property**: R-mode fields never change during evaluation.

We have formally defined and proven all these properties for an object-based imperative language OIMP in an earlier work [13]. The main new properties to prove concern the safety of \( \text{diapoe} \) and the soundness of memory specification. Before stating a theorem on the safety of \( \text{diapoe} \), we give several formal definitions.

**Definition 1** (Liveness & No-Dangling).

- A runtime value \( \delta \) is said to live wrt the store \( \varpi \), denoted as \( \text{live}(\delta, \varpi) \), if \( \delta \) is a primitive \( k \), or \( \delta \in \text{dom}(\varpi) \).
- A runtime environment \( (\Pi, \varpi) \) is said to be no-dangling wrt the dead set \( \Theta \), denoted as \( \Theta \vdash \text{nd} \), if the following hold:
  \[ \forall e \in \text{dom}(\Pi) - \Theta \cdot \text{live(snd}(\Pi(v)), \varpi) \]
  \[ \forall e \in \text{dom}(\varpi) \cdot \text{rename}(\rho_1, \varpi) \land (\forall f \in \text{dom}(\rho_2) \cdot \text{live}(f, \Pi, \Theta) \Rightarrow \text{live(snd}(\rho_2(f)), \varpi)) \]
Note that \(\text{live}\) serves (together with other alias consistency properties) during \(\text{computing}\) the \(\text{size}\) of a run-time value, and presents it in constraint form. It is defined as follows:

\[
\text{size}(\text{int}(r), (A, k), \sigma) = \text{af}_1 (r^2 = k) \\
\text{size}(\text{bool}(r), (A, k), \sigma) = \text{af}_1 (r^2 = (1 \land k = \text{true} \lor 0)) \\
\text{size}(\text{cn}(r^0), (A, i), \sigma) = \text{af}_1 \text{ let } (\text{cn}(n_1, g), \rho_f) = \sigma\langle i \rangle \text{ in } \wedge_{i=1}^{n} (r_i^1 = (\rho, n_i)) \\
\text{size}(t_A, (A, \sigma), \text{af}_1) = \text{af}_2 \text{ True}
\]

getSize :: (Location \times Store) \rightarrow (SV \times_{\text{mu}} \text{int})
getSize(e, \sigma) = \text{getSize}(\text{iv}(A, \sigma), [1])
getSize1(e, \sigma, \text{activeList}) =
fdList(cn(n_1, g)) = (\{r_1^* (n_1\{\text{af}_1 f_i^1 \sigma\}), \rho\} \\
(\text{cn}(r_1, g)), \{f_i^1 \rightarrow (A_i, \delta_i)\}_{i=1}^{n} = \sigma(e), \rho = \{\} \\
\rho_{\alpha} = \{n_1 \rightarrow r_i\}_{i=1..q} \\
\text{forall } i = 1 ..., p \{ \\
\text{ if (r_i \in \text{int}) } \rho = \{m_i \rightarrow d_i\}_{i=1}^q \lor \rho; \\
\text{ if (r_i \in \text{bool}) } \rho = \{m_i \rightarrow 0\} \lor \rho; \\
\text{ if (r_i \in \text{Float} \lor \text{void}) } \rho = \{m_i \rightarrow 0\} \lor \rho; \\
\text{ if (member (d_i, \text{activeList})) } \rho = \{m_i \rightarrow 0\} \lor \rho \\
\text{else } \{ \rho_{\alpha} = \text{getSize}(\delta_i, \sigma, \text{add}(d_i, \text{activeList})); \rho = \rho_{\alpha} \lor \rho \}
\}
\text{\forall (\rho, n_i) \rightarrow (\rho, n_i) \mid \phi = \wedge_{i=1..q} (n_i = an_{\phi})}\]

The following main theorem states that each well-typed expression preserves its type under reduction with a runtime environment and a store which are consistent with the compile-time counterparts. Furthermore, the final size constraint is consistent with the value obtained on termination. We use \(\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in e \in t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1, \sigma_1\) to represent the overall type judgement. That is,

\[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Theta; t \in e \in t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1, \sigma_1
\]

**Theorem 2.** (Preservation)

(a) Expression If \[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in e \in t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1, \sigma_1 \Rightarrow (\Pi, \omega, \sigma) [e] \rightarrow (\Pi_1, \omega_1, \sigma_1) [e_1]
\]

then there exist \(\Sigma_0 \subseteq \Sigma, \Gamma_0, \Delta_0, \Theta_0, \text{ and } \text{such that}

\[
\Gamma - \text{diff}(e, e_1) = \Gamma_0 \text{ - diff}(e, e_1), \Sigma_0 = \Delta_0, \Theta_0 = \text{erm}(e, e_1); \Theta_0, \sigma_0 = (\Pi, \omega, \sigma_1)
\]

Function local\(\text{returns a list of sets of local variables. It is defined as follows:}

\[
\text{local}(e) = \text{af}_1 \text{ let } \text{lst} = \text{local}(e) \\
\text{lst}_1 = \text{local}(\sigma) \\
\text{in } (\text{take}(n, \text{lst}), n = \text{length}(-\text{length}(-\text{length}))(\text{take}(n, \text{lst}))
\]

Function local\(returns a list of sets of local variables. It is defined as follows:

\[
\text{local}(e) = \text{af}_1 \text{ case } e \text{ of } \\
\text{let } \text{lst} = \text{local}(e) \\
\text{in } (\text{take}(n, \text{lst}), n = \text{length}(-\text{length}(-\text{length}))(\text{take}(n, \text{lst}))
\]

**Proof:** By induction over the depth of alias-type derivation for expression \(\text{erm}(e, e_1)\). Details are given in the Appendix.

Before presenting our main theorem, we define the overall consistency relation between static and dynamic semantics as follows.

**Definition 3.** (Consistency Relation).

\[
D_{\phi} = \text{prime}(\{\wedge_{v \in \phi} \{Z \mid \Gamma \lor \wedge \in t, \phi, Z\}\})
\]

\[
\forall e \in \text{dom}(\Gamma), \Delta_0 = \text{size}(\Gamma, v, \Pi(v), \omega) \times \text{X} = \{V (\Delta) \land \text{prime}(V (\Gamma))\} \cup D_{\phi}
\]

\[
\Delta_{\Pi} = \wedge_{\psi \in \text{dom}(\Gamma)} \Delta_0, \Delta_{\Pi} \Rightarrow \forall \chi \cdot \Delta \land \chi \Rightarrow \forall \chi
\]

**Theorem 3.** (Progress). If \[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in e \in t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1, \sigma_1 \text{ and } \Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in (\Pi, \omega, \sigma)
\]

The second safety theorem on progress captures the fact that well-typed programs cannot go wrong. Specifically, this theorem guarantees that no memory adequacy errors (denoted by \text{Err-Mem}) are ever encountered for well-typed \text{MEMJ} programs, as follows:

**Theorem 3.** (Progress). If \[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in e \in t, \Delta_1, \Theta_1, \sigma_1 \text{ and } \Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Theta; t \in (\Pi, \omega, \sigma)
\]
then either \( e \) is a value, or \( (\Pi_1, \omega, \sigma) \models e \leftarrow \text{Err-Null} \), or there exist \( (\Pi_1, \omega, \sigma_1, e_1) \) such that \( (\Pi_1, \omega, \sigma_1, e_1) \models e \).

**Proof:** By induction over the depth of type derivation for expression \( e \). Details are given in the Appendix.

## 8. Memory Inference

The goal of memory inference is to derive heap usage effects for each method. We provide a summary-based approach that considers each set of strongly-connected methods (bottoms-up order) for inference through the following steps:

- Calculate symbolic program state, build constraint abstraction and collect memory adequacy constraints.
- Solve constraint abstraction using fixpoint analysis.
- Derive memory availability.
- Derive memory requirement.

Formally, the type inference rule for expression has the form:

\[
\Gamma; \Delta; \Upsilon \vdash e :: t, \Delta_1, \Upsilon_1, \Phi
\]

where type environment \( \Gamma \) maps variables to their annotated types, \( \Upsilon(\Upsilon_1) \) are memory available before and after evaluation of \( e \), respectively, \( \Delta(\Delta_1) \) are the symbolic program states before and after evaluation of expression \( e \), respectively. \( \Phi \) is a set of \( (\Delta, \varphi) \) pairs where \( \varphi \) is the constraint that enforces memory adequacy and \( \Delta \) is the program state where \( \varphi \) was generated. We carry the program state along to allow memory requirement to be accurately derived and suitably simplified.

The inference rule for methods has the following form:

\[
\Gamma \vdash \text{meth} \to \text{meth1} \mid Q
\]

where \( \Gamma \) is empty for static methods or \( \Gamma \) contains a single \( \text{this} \) entry for instance methods. The method \( \text{meth1} \) is the transformed version of \( \text{meth} \) where memory effects annotations are added. The constraint abstraction \( Q \) captures the relations between the sizes of the method’s parameters and its memory effects.

In our approach, we compute memory availability in a forward manner, taking into account conditional paths and the memory consumption/release for each subexpression. Simultaneously, we also gather memory requirement in a backward manner by expressing the safety of each consumption in terms of a memory adequacy constraint on the original parameters. As stated, we capture these two pieces of information as a pair \( (\Delta, \varphi) \) for each program point where a memory consumption is required. Full details of memory inference system and its implementation is described in [28]. In this paper, we highlight key features of our memory inference system.

### 8.1 Deriving Memory Requirements

We can convert each memory adequacy constraint \( \varphi \) into a memory requirement by the following formula: \( \text{pre} \equiv \Delta \Rightarrow \forall \varphi(\varphi) \), where \( \Delta \) is the symbolic state at the program point where \( \varphi \) is generated. We may then project \( \text{pre} \) as a formula of the method’s parameters \( U \), as follows:

\[
\forall U :: \text{pre} \Rightarrow \neg V(\text{pre}) \Rightarrow W - V(\text{pre}) - U
\]

This projection effectively eliminates all free size variables in a formula \( \phi \) by means of universal quantification, except for those specified in \( U \). For example, consider:

\[
f(n) = \begin{cases} 
\text{allocate 3 Objects} & \text{if } n \leq 0 \\
\text{allocate 2 Objects} & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

Using our inference method, we can derive a memory requirement \( (\text{Object, } d) \) for this method, together with the constraint \( (n \leq 0 \land d = 3) \lor (n > 0 \land d = 2n + 3) \) that will be added to the method’s precondition. Disjunction is used to help capture memory effects accurately, where possible.

### 8.2 Fixpoint Analysis

For each recursive method, we construct a constraint abstraction that relates the sizes of the input parameters, the amount of memory available at the beginning of the method to the sizes of the parameters and the amount of memory available prior to the recursive call. This one-step relation is subjected to a fixpoint procedure to compute its multi-step relation. Let \( I(n^*, m^*, n^\hat*, m^\hat*) \) be the one-step relation. The fixpoint computation is formulated below with \( n^\hat* \) and \( m^\hat* \) being the sizes of the input parameters and memory available at the beginning, whereas \( n^\hat* \) and \( m^\hat* \) are those of the recursive call.

\[
I(n^*, m^*, n^\hat*, m^\hat*) = I(n^*, m^*, n^\hat*, m^\hat*) \lor \exists n^0_\hat*, m^0_\hat* \cdot I(n^0_\hat*, m^0_\hat*, n^\hat*, m^\hat*) \land I(n^*, m^*, n^0_\hat*, m^0_\hat*)
\]

For the computation to converge, we may need to apply standard techniques such as holling and widening [15]. For example, consider the following one-step relation for the \text{moverec2} method from Sec 4.

\[
moverec2(a, b, p, m, \hat{a}, \hat{b}, \hat{p}, \hat{m}) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{a} = a / b & \text{if } \hat{p} = p - 1 / \hat{m} = m - 1 \\
\end{cases}
\]

Following fix-point analysis, we obtain:

\[
moverec2(a, b, p, m, \hat{a}, \hat{b}, \hat{p}, \hat{m}) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{a} = a / \hat{p} & \text{if } \hat{p} = p - 1 / \hat{n} = m - 1 \\
\end{cases}
\]

From this, our inference can derive both the expected memory requirement and memory availability.

### 9. Implementation

We have constructed a type checker for \text{MEMJ}, and have also built a preprocessor to allow a more expressive language to be accepted. The entire prototype was built using the Glasgow Haskell compiler[29] where we have added a library (based on [30]) for Presburger arithmetic constraint-solving.

The main objective of our initial experiments is to show that our memory usage specification mechanism is expressive and that such an advanced form of type checking is viable. We converted to \text{MEMJ} a set of programs from the Java version of the Olden benchmark suite [8] and another set of smaller programs from the RegJava benchmark[14], before subjecting them to memory adequacy checking.

Figure 8 summarises the statistics obtained for each program that we have verified via our type checker. Columns 3 illustrates the size and memory annotation overheads which must be made in the header declarations of each class and method. Columns 4 and 5 highlight the CPU times used (in seconds) for alias and memory checking, respectively. Our experiments were done under Redhat Linux 9.0 platform on Pentium 2.4 GHz with 768MB main memory. Except for the perimeter program (which has more conditionals from using a quadtree data structure), all programs take under 10 seconds to verify, despite them being of moderate sizes. We attribute this to the fact that memory declarations are verified in a modular fashion for each method definition. We achieve this despite our reliance on Presburger arithmetic whose worst case time complexity is exponential in the size of formula being solved. The last column highlights the number of methods that have been successfully verified as using memory spaces that are bounded by symbolic Presburger formulae. Ackermann function could not be so bounded, as it requires a stack space that is exponential in the size of its original input. A function in Voronoi also has an allocation inside a loop.
that could not be bounded by our system. This is due to a complex termination condition used that could not be captured by Presburger arithmetic. We have also conducted memory inference on our benchmark programs. The current prototype inference system takes between 4 to 10 times longer than the type-checking system. We have also conducted a set of experimental results to evaluate on the effectiveness of memory inference, in conjunction with our explicit memory recovery scheme. We modified IBM’s Jikes RVM[2, 25] to provide support for explicit dispose operation and instrumented its memory system to capture total allocation (c) and actual high watermark (b). We then compare it against the predicted memory requirement (a) from our memory inference. We count the number of objects created and reused. As can be seen in Fig 9, our memory inference is accurate for four out of the five programs from the RegJava benchmark. We are conservative on Reynolds program as one of its memory requirement is $\log(n)$ which is approximated to $n$ in the Presburger constraint. Alternatively, if the depth of tree had been used as a parameter, our inference would also be precise on the Reynolds example. Except for sieve, most of the programs have high degree of memory reuse which were facilitated by our use of the dispose operation for explicit memory recovery.

10. Related Work

Past research on improving memory models for object-oriented paradigm has focused largely on efficiency, minimization and safety. We are unaware of any prior work on analysing heap memory usage by OO programs for the purpose of checking for memory adequacy. The closest related work on memory adequacy are based on first-order functional paradigm, where data structures are mostly immutable and thus easier to handle. We shall review two recent works in this area before discussing other complimentary works.

Hughes and Pareto [24] proposed a type and effect system on space usage estimation for a first-order functional language, extended with region language constructs of Toftte and Talpin’s[34]. Their sized-region type system maintains upper bounds on the height of the run-time stack, and on the memory used by regions. The use of region model facilitates recovery of heap space. However, as each region is only deleted when all its objects become dead, more memory than necessary may be used, as reported by [4]. Stack usage has been modelled in Hughes and Pareto’s work, but tail-call optimization is not supported.

More recently, Hofmann and Just [23] proposed a solution to obtain linear bounds on the heap space usage of first-order functional programs. A key feature of their solution is the use of linear typing which allows the space of each last-use data constructor (or record) to be directly recycled by a matching allocation. With this approach, memory recovery can be supported within each function, but not across functions unless the dead data structures are explicitly passed. (For example, they cannot handle the move and emptytrack methods since these methods require space reuse across functions.) Moreover, their model does not track the symbolic sizes of data structures. Nevertheless, one significant advantage of their work is an inference mechanism for memory effects through linear programming (LP) technique. This technique is similar to the derivation framework proposed by Rugina and Rinard[32] for inferring symbolic bounds. The main advantage of LP technique is that no fix-point analysis is required. However, it restricts the expected memory effects to a linear form without disjunction.

In support of component-based software, Krone et.al. [26] proposed an approach to modular verification of performance (time and space) constraints using pre and post contracts. However, their framework appears to be at a preliminary stage as neither an implementation nor a specific verification technology has been reported. Recently, there have also been several works on analysing the stack space requirement for interrupt-driven programs. Brylow et.al. [7] proposed a stack size analysis using context-free reachability algorithm based on model checking. Chatterjee et.al. [10] investigated the complexity on the stack boundedness problem and the exact maximum stack size problem. Regehr et.al. [31] enhanced previous work with a more accurate context-sensitive abstract interpretation and also advocated for function inlining to reduce stack depth. These techniques apply to a class of interrupt-driven programs but are neither applicable to recursive programs nor to those whose stacks depend on some loop bounds.

Other related works on improving memory models are reviewed here. Chen et. al. [11] reported the use of heap compression techniques to support memory-constrained Java applications. They proposed a set of memory management strategies and associated garbage collection algorithms to reduce heap footprint of embedded Java applications that execute under severe memory constraints. The key techniques employed are object compression, lazy allocation and object break-down. On a set of embedded Java applications, they reported noticeable reduction of heap space requirement, while performance degradations are fairly small in most cases. Berger, Zorn and Mckinley [4] generalized regions and heaps, by allowing programmers to delete individual objects while keeping the high performance of regions. They showed that this approach can reduce memory consumption significantly. Ananian and Rinard [3] presented a set of techniques for reducing the memory consumption of object-oriented programs, by optimizing on the representation of object fields.

These recent works on optimizing memory systems are complimentary to our current efforts on analysing memory usage. As a matter of fact, we have considered how the present work could be applied to region-based memory management system[12]. As already confirmed by others[21, 4], we expect noticeable performance improvements when regions are size bounded with explicit recovery. In the opposite direction, we expect region-based system to further provide timely recovery for shared objects that have become dead, providing us with tighter memory bounds.

11. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a memory usage type system for a non-trivial object-oriented core language. We have designed a flexible specification mechanism to allow memory needs of user programs to be declared abstractly, and then verifies if memory adequacy property holds for the given definitions. Our approach requires heap space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Am.</th>
<th>Checked (in sec.)</th>
<th>Verified Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bisort</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>em3d</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nst</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treeadd</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsp</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perimeter</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>21.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-body</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voronoi</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stack</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sieve</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-sort</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackermann</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandelbrot</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds3</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Type Checking Experimental Results
to be explicitly deallocated, which can be handled automatically. We have also built a prototype type checker to confirm the viability and practicality of our approach. We envision our framework to be useful for embedded systems, where memory is considered to be a critical resource. We also envision the synergy of predictable memory bounds with region-based memory management systems. In particular, bounded memory regions can result in better performance. Synergistically, region-based system can provide timely recovery for shared objects that are dead, providing us with tighter memory bounds.
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APPENDIX

12. Alias Checking Rules

The set of alias checking rules are given in Fig. 10.

The auxiliary relation \( \Theta \vdash \text{conseq}(w, A) \), \( \Theta_1 \) (named [aux1]) adds \( w \) to the dead set, if \( A \) is unique. This relation ensures that uniqueness is not consumed twice, and that each object and its field are not both dead at the same time. These requirements prevent aliases from occurring for unique objects.

The rules for object creation and method call must ensure that U-mode parameters consume uniqueness, and that L-mode parameters adhere to the lent-one policy. In addition, it must ensure that each unique object meets the field uniqueness invariant requirement before being passed into a method. The relation \( \Phi, A \vdash \text{conseq}(w, t, U, \phi) \), \( \Phi_1 \) (named [aux2]) helps ensure the above. It checks that each variable \( v \) is neither lent twice, nor has its uniqueness consumed twice. Note that \( A \) captures unique variables which are temporarily lent out. In addition, fields of such parameters must not be in the dead-set.

13. Other Language Features

Our implementation also supports several other language features, including downcast, while-loop and a field-binding construct. Their alias checking and sized-type rules are shown in Figure 12.

For the downcast operation, we allow both the class type and its alias notation to be changed. Run-time test can then be used to ascertain the validity of each downcast request.

We also provide direct support for while-loop construct. The reason for doing so is that tail-recursion is not able to handle certain loops due to the use of the pass-by-value parameter mechanism. Our solution is to analyse each while loop using its corresponding tail-recursive function but with two deviations, namely (i) no stack frames are created (ii) use of pass-by-reference parameter mechanism. We achieve this using a set of three rules, named \( \text{while-meth} \), \( \text{while-call} \) and \( \text{while} \). Take note that each loop of form \( \text{while } e_1 \text{ do } e_2 \) is equivalent to a while-call \( m(v_{1..p}) \) with the following definition:

\[
\text{void } m((t, v_{1..p}), e_1, e_2) \quad \{ \text{if } e_1 \text{ then } e_2; m(v_{1..p}) \text{ else } () \}
\]

To support precise size-tracking, we also provide a field-binding construct which binds the fields of an unaliased object to a set of local variables, as follows:

\[
\text{bind } (v_{1..p}) = v \in e
\]

Such a construct allows the fields of an object \( v \) to be temporarily lent-out to a set of local variables, \( \{v_1,..v_p\} \), in the scope of the expression \( e \). Any update to the local variables is considered as an update to the corresponding field of the object \( v \) itself. The bind construct is particularly important for objects whose size properties are built from more than one components, such as the tree class below.

```java
class Tree(n) where n=1+a+b : n\geq0
{ int(v)@S val;
  Tree(a)@U left;
  Tree(b)@U right;
}
```

Due to a dependency on multiple components, each separate access to the left or right subtree of each node is unable to preserve any relation between a single subtree and its parent. With the bind construct, the uniqueness of object \( v \) is preserved. Moreover, we are able to preserve the size relation of the node with its two subnodes at both the entry and exit of the expression body. This preservation is required for precise size tracking of each node, and is especially relevant when the subnodes are being updated. As an example, consider the following method for inserting a node into a binary search tree.

```
Tree(v)@U insert(Tree(n)@U t, int(v)@S $v$)
where $d = n-r+n+1; \{(Tree,1), (S,d+5)\}$,
\{if isNull(t) then new Tree(v, null, null)
  else bind (1, 1, r) = t in
    if $v < t$ then l = insert(1, v)
    else r = insert(r, v);
  t\}
```

Take note that we are able to predict that the size of the output tree is one more than its input. If we had used the following code, without the bind construct, our type system can only verify a less precise specification.

```
Tree(v)@U insert(Tree(n)@U t, int(v)@S $v$)
where true; true; \{(Tree,1), (S,d+5)\},
\{if isNull(t) then new Tree(v, null, null)
  else if $v < t$ then l = insert(t.left, v)
  else r = insert(t.right, v);
  $t$\}
```

We are currently investigating techniques for the automatic insertion of bind construct into MemJ programs.

14. Proofs

The proofs for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 require a lemma, called assumption weakening lemma, that states that the static judgment remains valid despite a variation of its assumption. This assumes the store type \( \Sigma \) to have unbounded mapping of locations to types. However, the type environment \( \Gamma \) takes the form of stackable mapping between variables and types, and is allowed to grow (by pushing in new mappings) and shrink (by popping out mappings from stack). The lemma states that such change to type environment preserves the type judgment, if the change are properly constrained.

**Lemma 1 (Assumption Weakening).** Given that the following judgments hold:

\[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Theta \vdash \text{erase}(e) : \text{erase}(t), \Theta_1
\]

\[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Psi \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Psi_1
\]

Let \( \Gamma_0 \) and \( \Sigma_0 \) be such that:

\[
V_0(\Delta) \subseteq V(\Gamma_0)
\]

\[
V(t) \cap V(\Gamma_0) = \emptyset
\]

\[
(\text{vars}(e) \cup \{v \mid v \in \Theta \land \exists f : v \in \Theta\}) \subseteq \text{dom}(\Gamma_0)
\]

\[
2^{\text{vars}} : (\Gamma - \{v^*\} = \Gamma_0) \cup (\Gamma_0 - \{v^*\} = \Gamma)
\]

\[
\Sigma_0 \supseteq \Sigma
\]

Then,

\[
\Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Theta \vdash \text{erase}(e) : \text{erase}(t), \Theta_1
\]

\[
\Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Theta_1; \Psi \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Psi_1
\]

Note that \( \text{vars}(e) \) returns all variables occurring in \( e \).

**Proof:** By structural induction: the first judgement is based on alias checking rules, while the second is based on rules with size and memory analysis.

The proof of Theorem 2 also relies on the following lemma.

**Lemma 2 (Redundant Memory).** If

\[
\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Psi \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Psi_1
\]
Figure 10. Type Rules for Alias Checking
and $\Delta \vdash e \in \Theta$, then

$$\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \Upsilon \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Gamma_1 \Upsilon$$

Proof: By structural induction on $e$. \hfill $\Box$

### 14.1 Proof of Theorem 1

By induction over the depth of the type derivation of alias checking for expression $\text{erase}(e)$.

**Case [A new].** We deal with expression new $v(t_1 \ldots t_n)$. We choose $\Gamma = \Sigma, \Delta = \Sigma \cup \{v(t_1 \ldots t_n)\}$, and $\Theta = \Theta_v$. The proof follows.

**Case [A map].** Given that $\Gamma, \Sigma, \Theta_v \vdash v.m.m(v_1 \ldots v_{n-1}) : t_v, \Theta_v$, and $\Pi, \alpha, \sigma \vdash (v.m.m(v_1 \ldots v_{n-1})) \rightarrow (\Pi, \alpha, \sigma)$ we need to show there exist $\Gamma_1, \Sigma_1, \Theta_v$ such that $\Gamma_1 \vdash \Sigma_1 \cup \{v(t_1 \ldots t_n)\}$, and $\Gamma_1, \Sigma_1 ; \Theta_v \vdash v.m.m(v_1 \ldots v_{n-1}) : t_v, \Theta_v$. Let $\Sigma_1 = \Sigma$ and $\Theta_v = \Theta_v$, and $\Gamma_1 = (\Gamma, \rho_m, \Theta_v, t_v)$. Then $\Theta_v$ is a new stack frame number. The alias consistency is ensured by the definition of $\text{erase}$ and the respective premise. Since no variables/fields in $\Theta_v$ will be used by the method body $e$, checking the method body only involves formal parameters $v$. Thus, we obtain $\Gamma_1, \Sigma_1 ; \Theta_v \vdash v.m.m(v_1 \ldots v_{n-1}) : t_v, \Theta_v$.

**Case [A smi].** We deal with expression void$(v_1 \ldots v_n)$. There are two subcases: [D-M] and [D-M-prim]. The proof is similar to the case [A imi].

**Case [A local].** We deal with expression $v = e_1 : e_2$. There are two rules by which one step evaluation can be conducted:

**Subcase [D-assign-1]** By induction hypothesis, there exist $\Gamma_0, \Sigma_0, \Theta_0$ that preserve the type of $e_1$ and $\Gamma_0, \Sigma_0; \Theta_0 \vdash (\Pi_1, \alpha_1)$. By applying the rule [A assign], we obtain $\Gamma_1$.

**Subcase [D-assign-2]** Here, $e$ is some value $v = (A, \delta)$. From dynamic semantics, we obtain $\Omega_1 \vdash v = u \rightarrow w, v).$ Let $\Gamma_0 = \Gamma, \Sigma_0 = \Sigma, \Theta_0 = \Theta_v$. The type preservation is obvious. To show the alias consistency for these references not in $\Theta_v$, we just need to check the alias annotation associated with $w$, which may have just been removed from $\Theta_v$. If $w \notin \Theta_v$, then the conformance is guaranteed from the premise. If $w \in \Theta_v$, then there are two cases: (1) if the value associated with $w$ has an annotation $\tau_D$ before reduction, then it has annotation $\tau$ after reduction, which is less than any static-annotation of $w$ at compile-time; (2) if $w$ has an annotation other than $\tau_D$ before reduction, then its annotation remains the same after reduction. Thus, the alias consistency of $w$ is guaranteed from the premise. The no-dangling property is preserved as no live locations in $\Pi_1$ or $\omega$, are removed from the store. While the target expression is a primitive.

**Figure 12.** Type Rules for Other Language Features

$$\begin{align*}
\text{BIND} & \quad \Gamma(v) = c(n) \cdot A \quad s^* = \text{fresh}(n) \cdot \text{fdList}(c(n)) = \{[[t_i, f_i]_{i=1}^p, \phi] \} \\
\text{CAST} & \quad \Gamma; \Delta; \Upsilon \vdash e : t, \Delta_1, \Gamma_1 \Upsilon \\
\text{WHILE} & \quad e = f, \Theta \quad \text{WHERE} \quad \Gamma; \Theta \vdash e : \tau, \Theta_1 \Upsilon \\
\text{A BIND} & \quad \Gamma(v) = c \cdot A \quad \Delta = \text{fjList}(c) = \{[[t_i, f_i]_{i=1}^p, \phi] \} \\
\text{WHILE} & \quad e = f, \Theta \quad \text{WHILE CALL} \quad \Gamma; \Theta \vdash (v_1 \ldots v_n) : \tau, \Theta_1 \Upsilon \\
\end{align*}$$
changed. Thus the no-dangling property and other alias consistency properties are obviously preserved.

Case [A.RELA]. The only possible reduction step is [D-RetA]. The proof follows by induction hypothesis.

Case [A.ELF]. We deal with expression \( \text{ret}(v', \rho, e) \). There are five rules by which one step evaluation can be conducted:

**Subcase [D-ret-1]** By induction hypothesis.

**Subcase [D-ret-2]** Let \( \Gamma_0 = \Gamma, \Sigma_0 = \Sigma, \Theta_0 = \Theta \). The proof follows immediately.

**Subcase [D-ret-3]** By rule [A.RELA] and [A.ELF].

**Subcase [D-TIM]** The proof is similar to that for the case [A.IMI].

**Subcase [D-TSM]** The proof is similar to that for the case [A.SMI].

### 14.2 Proof of Theorem 2

(a) By induction over the depth of the type derivation of size and memory analysis for expression \( e \). In each of the following cases, the \( \Gamma_0, \Sigma_0, \Theta_0 \) are taken the same as the respective cases in the proof of Theorem 1, and the alias consistency is already proved there. We shall focus only on the construction of \( \Delta_0 \) and \( T_0 \) to ensure the size consistency and type preservation.

**Case [VAR-FD]**. Given that \( \Gamma; \Delta; T \vdash w :: [\Gamma \rightarrow s]t, \Delta \land \phi, \Theta, \eta \), and \( (\Pi, \varphi, \sigma) [w] \leftarrow (\Pi_1, \varphi_1, \sigma) \). Let \( \Delta_0 = \Delta \land \phi, \Theta, \eta \). Then the type judgement \( \Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; \Theta_0 \vdash v :: [\Gamma \rightarrow s]t, \Delta_0 \) follows from the covariant subsumption for sizes [SUBSI]. For size and memory consistency, as there is no change in run-time environment during reduction, we have \( \Delta_{01} = \Delta_1 \). Furthermore, \( \Delta_{01} \Rightarrow 3X \cdot \Delta \) where \( X = (V(\Delta) \land \neg \text{prime}(V(\Gamma))) \lor D_{\Theta, \eta} \). Let \( X = (V(\Delta_0) \land \neg \text{prime}(V(\Gamma))) \lor D_{\Theta, \eta} \). When \( v \) is a variable \( v \), we have \( 3X \cdot \Delta = 3X \cdot \Delta_0 \) when \( v \notin \Theta_0 \), and \( 3X \cdot \Delta = 3X \cdot \Delta_0 \) otherwise. So, \( \Delta_{01} \Rightarrow 3X \cdot \Delta_0 \). When \( w \) is a field-read \( v.f \), we have \( 3X \cdot \Delta = 3X \cdot \Delta_0 \), and thus the proof.

**Case [ASSIGN]**. We deal with expression \( w = e \). From the static semantics, we have \( \Gamma; \Delta; T \vdash e :: t_1, \Delta_1, T_1 \). There are two rules by which one step evaluation can be conducted:

**Subcase [D-Assign-1]** By induction hypothesis, there exist \( \Gamma_0, \Sigma_0, \Theta_0, \Delta_0, \Theta_0, T_0 \), such that \( \Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; \Theta_0; T_0 = (\Pi_1, \varphi_1, \sigma_1) \). The relationship between \( \Gamma_0 \) and \( \Gamma_0 \) for them to be consistent ensures that \( \Gamma_0 \vdash w :: t, \phi, \Theta, \eta \) as shown in the premise of the rule [ASSIGN]. By applying rule [ASSIGN] on \( \Gamma_0, \Sigma_0, \Delta_0, \Theta_0, T_0 \), we have \( \Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; \Theta_0; T_0 \vdash w = e :: \text{void}() \). The proof follows immediately.

**Subcase [D-Assign-2]** Here, \( e \) is some value \( v = (A, \delta, \delta) \). From dynamic semantics, we obtain \( (\Pi, \varphi, \sigma) = \text{update}(\Pi, \varphi, \sigma, v, v) \). Let \( \Delta_0 \), \( \Theta_0 \), and \( T_0 \) as in the given static rule, with \( Z = V(t_1) \lor V(t) \). Type preservation and consistency relation are obvious.

**Case [NEW]**. Given \( \Gamma; \Delta; T \vdash \text{new} c((v_{1..p})) :: c(r) \cup \Delta_1, T_1 \). We choose \( \Delta_0 = \Delta_1, T_0 = T_1 \), and the proof follows.

**Case [IMI]**. Given that \( \Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; T \vdash v_0 \text{mm}(v_{1..p}) :: \Delta_2, T_2 \), where \( \Delta_2 = \Delta_2 \land \forall \theta \in \phi, \Theta_0 \). The one-step reduction is \( (\Pi, \varphi, \sigma) [v_0 \text{mm}(v_{1..p})] \rightarrow (\Pi_1, \varphi_1, \sigma) [\text{ret}(v_0, \rho, v)] \). We need to show size consistency and type preservation. Let \( \Delta_0 = \Delta_2 \land \forall \theta \in \phi, \Theta_0 \). So, \( \Delta_0 \) is a variable \( v \). The new object \( \text{new} c((v_{1..p})) \) is used to ensure the definition of updVE and the respective premise. Since no variables/fields in \( \Theta \) will be used by the method body \( e \), checking the method body only involves size variables of formal parameters \( \phi, \Theta_0 \). Thus, \( \Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; \Theta_0; T_0 \vdash e :: t_1, \Delta_1, T_1 \), where \( \Delta_1 \) and \( T_1 \) are derived from rule [METH]. Note that

\[
\phi_0 \land \Delta_1 \vdash T_1 \not\equiv e \{\{S, \gamma(S)\}\} \text{from [METH]. Thus we have}
\]

\[
\phi_0 \land \Delta_1 \vdash T_1 \not\equiv e \{\{S, \gamma(S)\}\} \\
= T_1 \not\equiv T_0 \not\equiv \epsilon \epsilon
\]

}\text{By Lemma 2 and rule [SUBSI], we have}
\[
\Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; T_0 \vdash e :: t, \Delta_2, T_2.
\]

By the rule [ELF], we have \( \Gamma_0; \Sigma_0; \Delta_0; T_0 \vdash e :: t, \Delta_2, T_2 \). The proof is similar to that for the case [A.IMI].

**Case [SMI]**. We deal with expression \( mn(v_1, .., v_y) \). There are two subcases: [D-MI] and [D-MI-prin]. The proof is similar to the case [A.IMI].

**Case [LOCAL]**. We deal with expression \( t = e_1 \lor e_2 \). There are two rules by which one step evaluation can be conducted:

**Subcase [D-BL-1]** By induction hypothesis and the assumption weakening lemma.

**Subcase [D-BL-2]** By induction hypothesis and the rule [ELF].

**Case [IF]**. Both the subcases [D-if-true] and [D-if-false] can be easily proven by the induction hypothesis and the coercion subsumption rule [SUBSI].

**Case [DISPOSE]**. We deal with expression \( v.\text{dispose()} \). Let \( \Delta_0 = \Delta, T_0 = T \). The type preservation and the size & memory consistency are straightforward, from the respective premises.

**Case [RELA]**. The only possible reduction step is [D-RetA]. The proof follows by induction hypothesis.

**Case [ELF]**. We deal with expression \( \text{ret}(v', \rho, e) \). There are five rules by which one step evaluation can be conducted:

**Subcase [D-ret-1]** By induction hypothesis.

**Subcase [D-ret-2]** Let \( \Delta_0 = \Delta, T_0 = T \). The proof follows immediately.

**Subcase [D-ret-3]** By rule [RELA] and [ELF].

**Subcase [D-TIM]** The proof is similar to that for the case [A.IMI], except that \( T_0 = T \). The proof follows immediately.

**Subcase [D-TSM]** By rule [RELA] and [ELF].

(b) This can be proved by establishing that each well-typed constant from [CONS1] to [CONS4] does not change \( \Theta \). In addition, the resulted post-condition \( \Delta \) obtained is consistent with the run-time stack and store.

### 14.3 Proof of Theorem 3

By induction over the depth of type derivation for expression \( e \).

**Case [CONS1-4]**. Trivial.

**Case [VAR-FD]**. We deal with expression \( w = v | v.f \). If \( w = v \) is well-typed, from type rule [VAR-FD], neither \( v \) nor \( w \) is in \( U_{0} \) or \( L \) mode. Thus from the evaluation rule [D-VAR-FD] (the function read), the evaluation either reports an Error-Null, or advances one step yielding a value.

**Case [ASSIGN]**. We deal with expression \( w = e \), where \( w = v | v.f \). From the type rule, we know \( \Gamma; \Delta; T \vdash e :: t_1, \Delta_1, T_1 \). By induction hypothesis, either (i) \( e \) is a value \( v \), or (ii) \( \Pi, \varphi, \sigma, \theta \not\equiv \text{Error-Null} \), or (iii) \( \Pi, \varphi, \sigma, \theta \equiv \text{Error-Null} \). In case (i), from the well-typedness checking, neither \( v \) nor \( w \) is in \( L \) or \( F \) mode, and the RHS and LHS subsumes the alias subtyping, from the evaluation rule [D-Assign-2] (the function upd), either the evaluation reports an Error-Null, or the one-step evaluation succeeds, yielding a value (\( S, \theta \)).
In case (ii), the evaluation for the assignment reports an Error-Null.

In case (iii), from evaluation rule \([\text{D-Assign-1}]\), the evaluation advances with one-step.

**Case [\text{NEW}].** We deal with expression \texttt{new} \(c(v_1, \ldots, p)\). From the type rule \([\text{NEW}]\), no arguments \(v_i\) are in the consumed set, and the type of each argument and that of its corresponding field conform to the (alias) subtyping relation. From the memory consistency and type rule \([\text{NEW}]\), \(\sigma \sqsubseteq^\gamma \{(c, 1)\}\), which guarantees the memory adequacy. Thus from the evaluation rule \([\text{D-New}]\), the evaluation succeeds, yielding a newly created object in the store.

**Case [\text{dispose}].** We deal with expression \(v\text{.dispose()}\). Let \(\Pi(v) = (A, \delta)\). If \(\delta = \text{null}\), the evaluation reports an Error-Null. Otherwise, as the well-typedness ensures \((A=\text{U})\), the evaluation \([\text{D-Dispose}]\) succeeds.

**Case [\text{REL-\text{\textbf{A}}}].** We deal with expression \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, e). Note that \(e\) cannot be a value, otherwise, the whole expression should be inside a \texttt{ret}(\ldots). If the evaluation of \(e\) can make one-step reduction, then so is \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, e) by dynamic rule \([\text{D-Rel-A}]\). If the evaluation of \(e\) reports an Error-Null, so is \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, e).

**Case [\text{IMI}].** We deal with expression \(v_0\text{.mn}(v_1, \ldots, p)\). As guaranteed by type rule \([\text{IMI}]\), no unique arguments are consumed before the method call, and the type of each argument and that of its corresponding field conform to the (alias) subtyping relation. From memory consistency, type rules \([\text{IMI}]\) and \([\text{METH}]\), \(\sigma \sqsubseteq^\gamma \{(e, \text{null})\}\), the memory is adequate from the evaluation rule \([\text{D-IMI}]\), thus the evaluation succeeds, yielding the intermediate \texttt{ret}-expression.

**Case [\text{SM1}].** The proof for two subcases \([\text{D-SMI}]\) and \([\text{D-SMI-prim}]\) are similar to the above.

**Case [\text{LOCAL}].** We deal with expression \(t \; v = e_1; e_2\). From the type rule, we have \(\Gamma; \Delta; \gamma; \Gamma_1\vdash e_1 :: \tau_1\). By induction hypothesis, either (i) \(e_1\) is a value \(v\), or (ii) \(\Pi; \sigma; \tau\) \(\vdash e_1 \rightarrow \text{Error-Null}\), or (iii) \(\Pi; \sigma; \tau\) \(\vdash e_1 \rightarrow (\Pi_1; \sigma_1; \tau_1) [e_1]\).

In case (i), the type rule \([\text{LOCAL}]\) guarantees the alias subtyping relation needed in the evaluation \([\text{D-Bik-2}]\) (the function \texttt{ext}). From the memory consistency and type rule \([\text{LOCAL}]\), \(\sigma \sqsubseteq^\gamma \{(S, 1)\}\), which ensures the memory adequacy. Thus the evaluation succeeds. In case (ii), the evaluation reports Error-Null immediately. In case (iii), the proof follows from \([\text{D-Bik-1}]\).

**Case [\text{IF}].** We deal with expression \texttt{if} \(v\ \text{then} \; e_1\ \text{else} \; e_2\). The type rule ensures \(v\) is of type \texttt{bool}, thus there always exists an evaluation step to be taken in spite of the value of \(v\), that is, either \([\text{D-If-true}]\) or \([\text{D-If-false}]\).

**Case [\text{ELF}].** We deal with expression \texttt{ret}(\(v^*, \rho, e\)). From the type rule, we have \(\Gamma; \Sigma; \Delta; \gamma; \Gamma_1\vdash e :: \tau, \Delta_1; \gamma, \Gamma_1\). By induction hypothesis, either
\[
\begin{array}{l}
(1) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, \nu) , \text{ or} \\
(2) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, v_0\text{.mn}(v_1, \ldots, p)) , \text{ or} \\
(3) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{rel}_A(b, k, mn(v_1, \ldots, p)) , \text{ or} \\
(4) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{ret}(u^*, [], \nu) , \text{ or} \\
(5) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{ret}(u^*, [\cdot], \nu) , \text{ or} \\
(6) \ e \text{ is } \texttt{ret}(u^*, [\cdot], \nu) , \text{ or} \\
\end{array}
\]
In subcase (1), the proof follows from \([\text{D-Ret-3}]\). In subcase (2), the proof follows from \([\text{D-TSM}]\). In subcase (3), the proof follows from \([\text{D-TSM}]\). Note that for subcase (2) and (3), the memory adequacy is analyzed similar to the case \([\text{IMI}]\). In subcase (4), the proof follows from \([\text{D-Ret-2}]\). In subcase (5), the evaluation reports Error-Null immediately. In subcase (6), the proof follows from \([\text{D-Ret-1}]\).